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It is not for our family, it is not to secure a good position, it is not to earn money, it is not to obtain a diploma, that
we study. We study to learn, to know, to understand the world, and for the sake of the joy that it gives us.

Prim Bulletin
Dear friends
Events in September went by swiftly – all packed and wound up in three weeks time
leaving sufficient days of rest and leisure for our children.

Teachers Day was one of the nicest days we had. It was moving when the little ones
said ‘thanks’ to their teachers in many many ways. The Mother says the teacher must
be the children's best friend ; ‘best’ enough to willingly take conscious responsibility
for every child she meets. Children must be happy to go to school, happy to learn - all
for the teacher, for the gentle yet firm niceness she exhibits. Such a teacher flourishes,
progresses, evolves.
The Exhibition on our own Incredible India was subtly brilliant. The children proudly
show cased the best of India in all fields - Literature, Heritage, Math, Science, Sports.
India is indeed the most Incredible.
Event of the month - Thematic drawing and
painting competition was a big success.
Thanks to our children and their
parents for their endless support.
As teachers and parents, let us
give our children the entire
freedom, so that someday,
their talent will come out.
Eventually, every child will
become an outstanding
student in some area of
talent. If we have the
penetration to see each
child's potential, we can
make all children geniuses.
With Love and Hope,
Editor, Prim Buddies
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Thanks Teachers

For choosing to educate us
Starting from the staffroom thinking deeply,
arriving at the classroom actively,
And the students welcoming warmly,
Standing close to the board majestically,
Holding the chalk in the hand artistically,
Smiling at the students naturally,
Treating the students equally,
Giving the lecture impressively,
Teaching chapters interestingly,
Explaining the doubts illustratively,
Making the students shine brightly,
Understanding the students lovingly,
Speaking English fluently,
Correcting the students mistakes minutely,
Valuing the papers objectively,
Getting angry occasionally,
Asking questions frequently,
You have inspired us greatly!
Thank you teachers for your hard work &
sincerity to make the children shine brightly.
- Marshini (VII)

My favourite teachers are Parvathy mam,
Sujatha mam, Christina mam and Vijaya
mam. My class teacher is Sujatha mam.
She is my favourite teacher. My favourite
subjects are Tamil, Science, English. They
are teachers not preachers.
- Riya (IV)
Sparrow
You are a lovely bird
Who hates to be weird
Your tone as a keyboard
Who teaches music in a blackboard
The nature world bows
While you sit on the boughs (branches)
You are none other than the sparrow
Who passes through all the narrows!!
Happy Teachers Day   
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A Blessed Friendship
Ships stand in sea. Friendship
stands in my heart. Friendship is in
my soul. My Soul is happy. –
Varshine (II)
Friendship is a gift given by God.
Friendship is a symbol of love and
care. – Betsy (II)
Friendship is like a sunshine which
is so fine. Even without a toy I
thank God for all my friends –
Natania (II)
Everyone has a friend that comes
till the end. They always make me
happy, like the best friend snoopy.
They are there for any help, like
the torch light in the shelf. – Divya
(II)

“Don't walk behind me; I may not
lead. Don't walk in front of me; I
may not follow. Just walk beside me
and be my friend.”
― Albert Camus
“If I had a flower for every time I
thought of you...I could walk
through my garden forever.”
― Alfred Tennyson
“We'll be Friends Forever, won't we,
Pooh?' asked Piglet.
Even longer,' Pooh answered.”
― A.A. Milne, Winnie-the-Pooh
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I can draw..

Roveena (VII)

Muthulakshmi (VII)

Marshini (VII)

Om Prasad (I)

Ryan (II)

Prim Quote
Whatever you do, always remember the Divine.
With My Blessings

The Mother
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